Miss Dodier’s Afternoon
Classroom News

Week 7: 10/10/17 – 10/13/17

A Peek at Our Week

Math: In math this week, we learned about the solid shapes that all kindergarteners need to know—cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres. We also explored all the shapes in the world around us.

Writing: In writers’ workshop this week we learned about the importance of persevering in our work, even when things are tricky to write or draw. We also learned a strategy to help add words to our writing: saying words nice and slow to listen for the letter sounds we hear in those words, and writing the corresponding letter!

Reading: This week we continued reading books that teach us about our world. We read a book called “An Apple a Day”, which taught us about how and where apples grow, and different facts about apples. We also read the story “The Carrot Seed”, which is a story we will read many times this year to develop important foundational reading skills.

Snap Words

So far we’ve learned these snap words. Please practice these at home with your students:

I, a, the, go, up, and, me, see

Please send in (or email) a photograph of your student's family for a special project we will work on in our class! For those of you that already have—thanks!

Important Dates

October 31: Halloween Celebration (more info to follow)
November 9: Parent-Teacher Conferences

Parent-Teacher Conferences are coming up in just four weeks! Please confirm your time slot on the half-sheet sent home, or choose the time period that you prefer so we can set up a meeting time for November 9. As a reminder, students do not have school this day.

If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to reach out!
Kerridodier@sau57.org
603-893-7053 ext. 7105